CREATING AND SELF-PUBLISHING YOUR MINICOMICS

BY MAC MCCOOL

(MATERIALS: a few sheets of paper (letter size for this demo); a marker; a stapler; scissors or knife

MAKING THE MINICOMICS PAGE-TEMPLATE
1. Fold a sheet of paper twice (see graph)
2. With the sheet folded, number the pages inside with your marker. Once done, when you open up the sheet, your numbering and number orientation should match the design. You have just figured out where each page will go.

LAYING OUT THE COMICS
3. Draw 8 panels of comics. Their dimension should be proportional with the width and height of the final size of your book.
4. If needed, scale up or down your panels by printing or photocopying them. Paste each panel according to the position and up/down orientation of the minicomics page template created before.

MAKING COPIES
5. Reproduce your minicomics (by printing or photocopying on both sides of a sheet).
6. Fold the sheet with your reproduced design.
7. Saddle-staple (like a magazine) on the fold of the spine with one or two staples. If you have a large minicomics, you may need a large (or long-arm) stapler.
8. With scissors or a knife cut apart the pages.
9. Check the sequence of pages. If your pages are in the correct order and right orientation, repeat steps 5 through 8, to make more minis to share with your friends and family!

TO FINISH YOUR MINICOMICS, PUT ONE OR TWO STAPLES ON THE SPINE (VERTICAL FOLD) AND CUT THE PAGES SEPARATE SO THEY OPEN AS IN A REAL BOOK.
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